Abstract-Integral equation domain decomposition method (IE-DDM) with an efficient higher-order method for the analysis of electromagnetic scattering from arbitrary three-dimensional conducting objects in a half-space is conducted in this paper. The original objects are decomposed into several closed subdomains. Due to the flexibility of DDM, it allows different basis functions and fast solvers to be used in different subdomains based on the property of each subdomain. Here, the higher-order vector basis functions defined on curvilinear triangular patches are used in each subdomain with the flexibility of order selection, which significantly reduces the number of unknowns. Then a novel hybrid solver is introduced where the adaptive cross approximation (ACA) and the half-space multilevel fast multipole algorithm (HS-MLFMA) are integrated seamlessly in the framework of IE-DDM. The hybrid solver enhances the capability of IE-DDM and realizes efficient solution for objects above, below, or even straddling the interface of a half-space. Numerical results are presented to validate the efficiency and accuracy of this method.
INTRODUCTION
The method of moments (MoM) based on surface integral equation method with the kernel of a halfspace dyadic Green's function is a popular approach to model the electromagnetic (EM) scattering from arbitrarily shaped objects in a half space [1] [2] [3] [4] . In this method, the unknown surface currents are of great importance in the computation. For electrically large structures, traditional low-order bases defined on rectangular or triangular mesh [5] usually lead to a huge number of degrees of freedom (DOFs), which makes it challenging to store and solve the matrix equation. There are usually two ways to circumvent this difficulty. One is to use the higher-order bases to significantly reduce the number of unknowns, and the other is to use fast methods to reduce the memory requirements and computational complexity.
Compared to the low-order bases, the higher-order bases can be defined over relatively larger elements, and the DOFs as well as the number of field-source interactions can be significantly reduced. There are mainly two kinds of higher-order basis functions, the interpolatory bases [6] and the hierarchical bases [7] . Due to the flexibility of order selection and p-adaption scheme, hierarchical vector bases are usually preferred [8] [9] [10] . More recently, hierarchical divergence-conforming vector basis functions defined on curved triangular patches have received much attention due to their modeling capability and good orthogonality [11, 12] . In [13] , higher-order hierarchical vector bases (HOHVB) defined on a uniform mesh are adopted in layered-media problems, where the orders are selected according to the location of the bases in the layered-media. However, when modeling multiscale structures, the mesh sizes in different parts are in high contrast. Therefore, a more pervasive and easier way of local order selection is needed.
On the other hand, a fast solver for general half-space scattering problem should be investigated carefully. The half-space multilevel fast multipole algorithm (HS-MLFMA) based on real-image approximation was introduced to the case when the object is located above or below a half-space [14] . In this manner, both the direct interaction Green's function and reflection-type (R-type) Green's function can be accelerated by using MLFMA, leading to an O(N log N ) computational complexity. Unfortunately however, the transmission-type (T-type) Green's function cannot be handled in this way. Therefore, this method is restricted to the case when the objects are located completely in one layer. Due to their Green's function dependency, fast algorithms based on fast Fourier transform (FFT) [15] have similar restriction to MLFMA in half space problems. To remove this restriction, the kernel-independent adaptive cross approximation (ACA) algorithm [16, 17] was extended for general half-space problems. However, the computational complexity of ACA for dynamic problems is O(N 4/3 log N ), which is higher than MLFMA and FFT-based fast solvers. Recently, by sorting the basis function list, a hybrid fast solver was proposed in [18] for PEC bodies straddling a half-space interface. However, the sorting list is based on a z-dependent grouping scheme, which is not a universally applicable method.
Recently, a tear-and-interconnect domain decomposition method (DDM) was extensively studied because of its considerable flexibility in the meshing and effective preconditioning for complex problems exploiting iterative solutions [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In this approach, the surface of a non-penetrable perfect electrically conducting (PEC) object is decomposed into a set of closed subdomains, and transmission conditions (TCs) on touching faces are employed to enforce the continuity of currents across the interfaces. Thanks to the domain decomposition, it allows different bases and fast solvers to be used in different subdomains [10, 24] . In this work, an extension of the IE-DDM is developed for the modeling of electromagnetic scattering from arbitrary three-dimensional conducting objects above, below, or even straddling the interface of a half-space. Since each subdomain can be meshed independently, the HOHVB with the flexibility of order selection can be used in each subdomain independently. To further accelerate the computation, a novel hybrid solver sharing the efficiency of half-space MLMFA and the flexibility of ACA is integrated seamlessly in the framework of IE-DDM. Several examples in the applications of half-space problems are demonstrated to validate the efficiency and accuracy of this method.
FORMULATIONS AND EQUATIONS

IE-DDM with Higher-Order Basis Function in Half-Space Problems
For the sake of simplicity, a PEC cylinder above a half space is considered here. The permittivity and permeability of the lower layer are denoted as 1 and μ 1 , respectively. The upper layer is always set as air, namely 0 = μ 0 = 1. The interface separating the two layers is set to z = 0. The whole computation domain Ω is first divided into two non-overlapping subdomains Ω 1 and Ω 2 as illustrated in Fig. 1 , where Ω = Ω 1 + Ω 2 . We denote the artificial interface between two adjacent surfaces ∂Ω 1 and ∂Ω 2 as Γ 21 := ∂Ω 1 ∂Ω 2 , where ∂Ω is the exterior boundary of each subdomain. According to Stratton-Chu representation formula, the tangential electric and magnetic fields on the boundary of each equivalent problem k can be expressed as:
(2) where J is the induced surface current, andn k denotes the outward unit normal at the exterior surfaces. η l = μ l / l and k l = ω √ μ l l are the intrinsic impedance and wavenumber in each subdomain. L and K denote respectively the well-known electric field integral operator (EFIO) and magnetic field integral operator (MFIO), andK is the Cauchy principal value integration of K.
The integration kernel is the electric-type dyadic Green's function in a half space, which can be expressed as [2] :
where G D represents the direct term with an analytic solution in the absence of the half-space interface, and G R e is the reflection term. It should be noted that the latter is polarization dependent and is usually expressed as a series of Sommerfeld integrals [25] .
The combined field integral equation (CFIE) by weighted summation of EFIE and MFIE is adopted here to overcome the spurious internal resonance. To apply the higher-order technique, each subdomain is discretized into curvilinear triangular patches independently, and high mesh quality can be easily realized in each subdomain. With a local parametric coordinate system (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 ), where 0 ≤ ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 ≤ 1 and ξ 1 + ξ 2 + ξ 3 = 1, an arbitrary point on the curvilinear triangular patch can be easily determined by a mapping from the normalized parametric triangular patch with a polynomial equation. The unknown surface currents J l on the subdomain l can be discretized by the HOHVB proposed in [12] as:
where E p,k and F p,k are edge-based and face-based p-th order hierarchical polynomials associated with the k-th edge. Λ(ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 ) is the well-known curvilinear RWG (CRWG) basis function [26] . The edgebased and face-based hierarchical polynomials up to the third order are summarized in Table 1 , where
More detailed analysis and discussion of HOHVB can be found in [12, 13] . Table 1 . Edge-based and face-based hierarchical polynomials up to the third order associated with the kth edge.
Edge-based polynominals Face-based polynominal
To enforce the continuity of tangential field at the touching surfaces, the Robin transmission conditions (TCs) are employed:
By using the Robin TCs, independent meshing of different subdomains is allowed without requiring adjacent meshes to be continuous. That is to say, mesh density can be chosen according to the geometrical characteristic of each subdomain. Consequently, HOHVB with flexibility of order selection can be applied in each subdomain conveniently. By applying Galerkin test, an IE-DDM matrix equation can be obtained as Mx = b + Nx (9) and a robust block-diagonal (BD) preconditioning system can be derived as
In a two-domain case as shown in Fig. 1, (10) has the block structure as following:
where M is a block diagonal matrix whose l-th block is the CFIE matrix for subdomain Ω l , B l the correction matrix for subdomain Ω l for the final IE-DDM matrix, C l the mutual coupling matrix between two subdomains, and D l the cement matrices enforcing the transmission condition. Detailed expressions of these matrix blocks for free-space case can be found in [10, 19] . The counterpart in a half-space can be deduced similarly and will not be repeated here.
Hybrid Solver of MLFMA-ACA in IE-DDM
As introduced, the kernel-dependent fast solvers such as MLFMA have certain limitations in a halfspace problem. A kernel-independent algebraic fast solver is usually more favorable when the object is straddling the interface of a half-space. Recently, the popular kernel-independent ACA was extended for such general half-space problems [17] . However, this method is less efficient than the kernel-dependent methods such as HS-MLFMA or FFT. To achieve an optimal efficiency, a novel hybrid solver in different subregions sharing the efficiency of half-space MLMFA and the flexibility of ACA is integrated seamlessly in the framework of IE-DDM. Taking the two-domain case for example, the hybrid scheme for IE-DDM in Equations (9) and (10) is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Here, HS-MLFMA and ACA are used in subdomain Ω 1 and subdomain Ω 2 , respectively. In both algorithms, the interactions are classified into the near-region couplings that are computed directly and the well-separated couplings that are accelerated by the fast solvers. Because the accuracy of the real image for R-type Green's function deteriorates when the source point gets close to the interface, a buffer region is needed for HS-MLFMA when the object is close to or straddling the interface. Here the distance away from the interface for buffer region is denoted as ∇h U and ∇h L for the upper and lower layers, respectively. Subdomain Ω 1 is in the upper layer and has a distance ∇h U away from the interface. Thus the far interactions of the the self-interactions M Far 1 in each level are accounted for by an aggregation, translation, and disaggregation process [14] where m and n denote the testing and basis functions in the observation and source groups; R is the reflection dyad in the real-image approximation; superscript I stands for image. Detailed implementation of a standard HF-MLFMA can be found in [14] and will not be repeated here. Subdomain Ω 2 is in the buffer region. Therefore, the far interactions of self-interactions of M Far 2 between two well-separated groups can be termed as
where i and j denote the numbers of the testing and basis functions in the observation and source groups, respectively. r is the effective rank of the submatrix M Far-ACA 2 (i × j). Detailed implementation of a standard ACA can be found in [16, 17] .
For mutual coupling matrix C l , the hybrid solver should be investigated carefully. HS-MLFMA is used for source and field subdomains which are away from the interface and located completely in one layer. ACA is used when at least one subdomain is in the buffer region (close to the interface), or the two are in different layers.
Based on the philosophy of "divide and conquer", we combine the advantages of HOHVB, HS-MLFMA and ACA in the framework of domain decomposition for general half-space problems. For convenience, the method proposed in this paper is denoted as HOHVB-DDM, while the low-order analysis is denoted as CRWG-DDM. It will be shown in the numerical section that HOHVB-DDM can achieve more flexible mesh generation, higher computational efficiency, and less memory requirement than the conventional lower-order method.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, several typical half-space problems are presented to demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed HOHVB-DDM. In all these examples, the upper medium is set to be air, and λ 1 and λ 2 are the wavelengths in the upper and lower media, respectively.
In the first numerical example, a PEC cylinder with D = 3 m penetrating into the ground (with permittivity r = 30 and conductivity σ = 0.05 S/m) is investigated to validate the proposed HOHVB-DDM. As depicted in the inset of Fig. 3(a) , the cylinder is partitioned into two subdomains. The heights of the upper and lower parts are H = 6.4 m and h = 1.6 m. Aφ-polarized plane wave is incident from θ inc = 60 • and φ inc = 90 • . The working frequency is 0.2 GHz, corresponding to λ 1 = 1.5 m and λ 2 = 0.273 m. In the traditional lower-order method, the two parts should be meshed independently according to the wavelengths of their background layers, i.e., about λ 1 /10 in the upper layer and λ 2 /10 in the lower layer. Following this practice, the cylinder is discretized into 63,098 curvilinear triangular patches, which leads to 94,647 CRWG basis functions. However, in the higher-order method, the unknowns can be significantly reduced. Both subdomains are discretized by curvilinear triangular patch of λ 1 /4. Choosing the basis order in the upper and lower subdomains to be 1 and 3 results in 8,940 DOFs, which is much smaller than the one in the traditional low-order method. To examine the accuracy of the proposed method, the bistatic radar cross section (RCS) along θ = 60 • cut and the induced electric currents are both calculated and shown in Fig. 3 . Taking the results from FEKO simulation (based on RWG basis function) as a reference, good accuracy can be observed. The computational statistics are listed in Table 2 for comparison. Here CRWG-DDM-ACA and HOHVB-DDM-ACA denote that only ACA is used to accelerate the computation of IE-DDM matrix equations; CRWG-DDM-HYS and HOHVB-DDM-HYS denote that the hybrid solver of HS-MLFMA and ACA is used to solve the IE-DDM system. We find that the proposed HOHVB-DDM method can reduce the memory requirement and the solving time significantly. Moreover, the hybrid solver of HS-MLFMA and ACS also has a higher computational efficiency and lower memory requirement than the single ACA. Through this example, we have validated the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method. In the second example, two NASA almonds located in different layers are investigated where the relative permittivity of the bottom layer is ε r = 6 − j0.6. The length of the almond is 12.5 m. A plane wave working at 0.3 GHz is incident form θ = 60 • , φ = 0 • with polarization angle η = 90 • . As shown in Fig. 4(a) , each almond is divided into three subdomains, resulting in 6 subdomains in total. Since the geometry of an almond contains sharp details, dense mesh is needed in subdomains 1 and 4. For comparison, CRWG basis functions are generated with mesh size of 0.1 λ 1 leading to the number of unknowns of 223,323. In the higher-order analysis, 0-th order basis with mesh size of 0.125 λ 1 is used in subdomains 1 and 3; 2nd order and 3rd order HOHVBs with mesh size of 0.45 λ 1 are used in subdomains 2 and 5; 1st order HOHVB with mesh size of 0.1λ 1 is used in subdomains 4 and 6, respectively. The total number of unknowns of HOHVB is 35,963. In Fig. 4 , the bistatic RCS and induced currents are computed by both lower-order and higher-order methods. As shown, good agreement can be observed. The computational cost is listed in Table 3 , where high efficiency of the proposed hybrid method can be observed.
We study a more realistic problem in the last example. The geometrical model of the unexploded ordnance (UXO) is shown in Fig. 5 . The length of the UXO is 5.84 m, and the diameter of the main respectively. Since this object is electrically large and completely buried in the soil, only HS-MLFMA is adopted to accelerate the computation. Detailed computational statistics of CRWG-DDM and HOHVB-DDM are shown in Table 4 . It can be observed that the higher-order technique significantly reduces the unknowns as well as the number of field-source interactions. Consequently, a higher efficiency can be achieved by using this higher-order method.
CONCLUSION
Hierarchical higher-order vector basis function is adopted and extended to IE-DDM to efficiently analyze the electromagnetic scattering from arbitrary three-dimensional conducting objects above, below, or even straddling the interface of a half-space. Here, higher-order bases defined on curvilinear triangular patches are used in each subdomains with the flexibility of order selection. This method significantly reduces the degrees of freedom as well as the number of field-source interactions in the simulation. Moreover, a novel hybrid solver sharing the efficiency of half-space MLMFA and the flexibility of ACA is employed in this paper. They are integrated seamlessly in the framework of IE-DDM. The proposed method not only facilitates the geometrical and electromagnetic modeling, but also provides a highly efficient and robust solver for general half-space problems.
